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VISION
MetaMelio’s vision is to create a
Metaverse platform where users
can interact, play games, and
experience activities as they would
in the real world. And can purchase,
build, trade land, and monetize
content.

. 
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Dave Dawar Lodin
CEO

MetaMelio was founded by Dave Lodin, who is also the President and CEO of Alliance Bay
Funding Inc., one of the largest real estate finance corporations in Northern California. Before
joining Alliance, he held positions from network engineer to data center engineer during his five-
year career at Cisco Systems. He earned a master's degree from American Military University in
national security and intelligence analysis studies and a Bachelor of Science in business
administration from the University of Phoenix. He is also a Metaverse Certified Expert and
member of Blockchain council.

Team_______
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What is MetaMelio?
MetaMelio is a Metaverse platform powered by Binance Blockchain. It is a virtual reality world 
where users can interact, play games, and experience activities as they would in the real world. 
Users can purchase, build, trade land, and monetize content.

MetaMelio’s Token MTM built on the Binance Smart Chain aims to pay rewards to holders and
penalize sellers. Holders of MTM tokens will receive holding rewards in MTM for every
transaction. Holders will receive a four percent award, three percent will be kept for marketing,
and two percent will be burned.

The company plans to work on education and media side projects to expand the adoption of
MTM token and aims to establish partnerships with many Metaverse platforms.
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What is MetaMelio? Continued
Create digital assets
Users can make money in The MetaMelio Mataverse as creators by making and selling digital 
assets in the MetaMelio Marketplace. You can create any kind of item that users will use in the 
MetaMelio Metaveser, from houses to cars.  When you’ve created your digital assets you can 
export it to Marketplace.

Build and monetize games
In the MetaMelio Mataverse you can build your own games without any prior software 
development experience.  You can then import the game you’ve created to the MetaMelio land 
you own and invite other people to play.  You can charge other players for participating as it’s on 
your land.
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What is MetaMelio? Continued
Rent LAND
Users can rent out LAND they own in the Metamelio Metaverse to other users who want to 
create, publish, and monetize games and other experiences.  Land in MetaMelio will be 
permanently owned by the community, giving them full control over their creations.  The price 
you can rent your LAND out for will vary depending on several factors, from the size to its 
location and proximity to other popular communities.

Buy and sell LAND
Virtual land can be worth as much as land in the real world. Land in MetaMelio will be 
permanently owned by the community, giving them full control over their creations. 
Landowners control content is published to their portion of the land which will be identified by a 
set coordinates (X,Y). Buying parcels of land and then selling them when they have increased in 
value, can be lucrative. You can also add digital assets to your land which will increase the price.
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What is MetaMelio? Continued
Invest in MetaMelio
MTM will be used to purchase assets as well as digital plots of land.
MTM will be listed on exchanges, and you should be able to purchase it from pancakeswap or 
Centralized exchanges. 

MTM
MTM is an essential part of the MetaMelio platform. MTM is a BEP-20 utility token built on the 
Binance blockchain that serves as the basis for transaction within the MetaMelio Mataverse. 
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MetaMelio Tokenomics

Name: MetaMelio
Type: BEP20
Symbol: MTM
Plateform: Binance Smart Chain
General Release: 495,000,000,000 

MetaMelio Token MTM aims to pay rewards to holders and penalize sellers. Holders of MTM tokens will
receive holding rewards in MTM for every transaction that takes place. 4% reward to holders, 3% will be
kept for Marketing and 2% will be burned.

MTM token has been designed to provide a high utility layer to our MetaMelio ecosystem, to become our
exchangeable currency and rewards tool to give back to our loyal holders.
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v Plan for MetaVerse
v MTM adoption marketing continued
v Expanding global partnership
v Internal team growth
v Establish partnerships continued
v Introduce Education project
v Social media & Community building continued

v Introduce MetaVerse Fashion Brand
v CEX exchange listings for MTM
v Introduce Media project
v Establish partnerships
v Social media & Community building continued

v Smart contract deployed
v KYC
v Smart Contract Audit 
v Presale allocation
v Liquidity Paring BND/MTM on PancakeSwap
v DEX listing on PancakeSwap
v Coin Market Cap Listing
v Coin Gecko Listing
v MTM Token adoption marketing
v Social media & community building continued

v Initial research and development stage
v Business Registered (USA)
v Business plan formulated
v Team and infrastructure established
v Smart contract deployed
v 12 month marketing plan outlined
v Social channels setup
v Initial website launched
v White Paper

PHASE 1 PHASE 2

PHASE 3 PHASE 4

Roadmap
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Metaverse Fashion Brand 
Metamelio will allow users to create their
digital fashion brand NFTs on the
Metaverse.
You can make everything traditional
fashion does – shirts, dresses, pants, hats,
shoes and accessories – all in the
Metaverse. Customers will purchase
digital outfits and accessories for their
avatars in the Metaverse.
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Video Games
The MetaMelio Mataverse will allow users to
create purposeful video games without coding or
require programing knowledge. You can use your
imagination to create your own games from
scratch and get the opportunity to bring your
ideas to life. You can then import the game you’ve
created to the MetaMelio land you own and invite
other people to play. You can charge other players
for participating as it’s on your land.

Video Games___________
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Marketplace
MetaMelio marketplaces on the Metaverse.  

Users can use the MetaMelio marketplace to purchase, sell or bid on 
MetaMelio’s NFT digital fashion brand products in the metaverse.  
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MetaMelio Crypto News 
Online Crypto news channels will educate the public
about the MetaMelio ecosystem and forge a powerful
connection with our potential and current MTM token
holders. It is essential for everyone to remain updated
with the latest crypto news and MetaMelio progress. It
will keep the MetaMelio in the spotlight.

MetaMelio Crypto News will help generate public
awareness related to various crypto companies and their
respective tokens. Crypto investors can make informed
decision when purchasing MTM or any other crypto
tokens. It could also generate revenue to sustain the
operation of the MetaMelio ecosystem.

Side Project___________
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Pre-sale_________

Sale participants may choose to purchase MetaMelio Token MTM Pinksale.Finance. Sale date will be 
announced on our social media sites. 

Total supply at Pinksale: 148,500,000,000

Presale – Use of Funds__________________________

Liquidity 80%:   Pancakeswap
Marketing 10%: Launch of our branding and expansion into new markets
Operation 5%: Funds will be used to ensure that Metamelio/MTM 

business maintain fully operational
Security & Legal 5%: Funds will ensure MetaMelio ecosystem secure and legal.
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DISCLAIMER 
The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update and should not be
construed as a commitment, promise or guarantee by MetaMelio Inc or any other
individual or organization mentioned in this white paper relating to the future
availability of services related to the use of the tokens or to their future performance
or value.
This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice, It is strictly informational.
The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference,
forward- looking statements, which would include any statements that are not
statements of historical fact. No representations or warranties are made as to the
accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and
estimates contained in this document are necessarily speculative in nature and are
based upon certain assumptions.
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Contact_________

HEADQURTERS LOCATED IN 
NEWARK CALIFORNIA

MetaMelio Inc.
37600 Central Court suite 270
Newark CA 94560

General inquiries: 
Contact@MetaMelio.com

https://twitter.com/MetaMelio

https://t.me/metameliotoken

https://www.facebook.com/metamelio

https://www.instagram.com/metamelio/

Find MetaMelio

https://twitter.com/MetaMelio
https://t.me/metamelio
https://www.facebook.com/metamelio
https://www.instagram.com/metamelio/
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